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THE TONES OF NOUNS IN KIKUYU
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Department of Linguistics and African Languages
University of Nairobi, Kenya
1.

Introduction
Kikuyul evidences u tone system that is generally accepted (see

Harries (1952)) as being analysable with two underlying level tones.
Further studies [Ford lY'T3 and 1974] have shown that there are certain
other interesting characteristics of the system, notably the use of
down step as an intonational phenomenon, certain regular processes
of high-tone assimilation and dissimilation, and the largely non-predictable sub-categorising of lexical forms into particular tonal
sub-classes.

Verb roots form sub-elasses of their own (see Sharp's

statement in Benson [1964], and section 5 below), but the forms of
words used in utterances, including verbs, exemplify a sub-classification that is most fully represented in the case of nouns.

This paper

will be concerned with this sub-classification and will indicate how
it underlies the working of a large part of the tonal phonology of
the language. Because there is an intonational 2 overlay to Kikuyu
utterances, it will be necessary first to outline some of the intonational
processes, in order to establish underlying tonal forms employing a 2-tone
IFinancial support for this work from the University of Nairobi is
gratefully acknowledged, as well as the informant assistance of many
speakers, but especially John Mathenge and Anne Mahihu. The description
is based ultimately on Hr. l.mthenge's speech, which is typical of the
dialect spoken around Nyeri town. The transcription is broad phonetic,
with all symbols having their IPA value except for the following individual conventions: y
voiced palatal glide [j)
j
voiced pre-palatal affricate [d~]
c = voiceless pre-palatal fricative [~], sometimes
affricated [t~ 1.
Combinations of nasal + consonant are to be interpreted as prenasalized consonants. Tones are marked [') high; ['] low; [V] rising;
[!') downstepped high; and [!') down stepped low.
2A distinction is drawn between intonational tone-changes, which
are markers of mood (statement/question) and polarity (positive/negative),
and tone-changes proper, which are brought about by the immediate tonal
context (processes of assimilation and dissimilation).
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basic opposition.

Nouns differ in their tonal patterns both because of

the influence of neighboring tones and because of intonational context.
Previous writers have attempted to stabilize these various forms by
establishing tonal classes (see, for example, Sharp's work in Benson

[1964]), but no real attempt has been made to establish underlying
tonal forms to which the various surface realizations can be systematically related.
2.

Intonation
Kikuyu regularly reinforces the distinction between positive and

negative utterances by introducing tonal differences, especially in
utterance-final position.

This may be summed up as a lowering of many

final high tones in certain negative environments.

It so happens that

nouns (or other forms) when pronounced in isolation bear what might
be termed a negative intonation; when such words are placed in an environment following a positive verb, we find a different tonal pattern:

(1)

md¥£rania

'examiner'

(2)

n6 m6¥£ranfa

'he's the examiner'

(3)

ndionf't md¥Erania

'I didn't see the examiner'

3.

Surface Tones
The following seven tonal classes of noun can be established.

In

the examples that follow, two forms of each word are provided, one representing the single-word utterance, the other the form after
'it is/they are'.

It will be noticed that the high tone of

certain following low tones to be assimilated to high.

n6

n~

causes

The significance

of the classification itself will be made clear in the subsequent discussion.

Loan words are not considered to begin with, but will be

discussed and related to the rest of the vocabulary in section

6.

As all the tone-change processes operate in a left-to-right direction,
it is the value of the final tone in a word that is especially important; the following examples provide the full set of final-tone
alternatives for each class.

(4)

class i

class ii

1)9 0

'firewood'

n~ I)~O

'it's firewood'

rjo¥6na

'Njuguna'

n~ pjo¥6na

'he's Njuguna'

r)g6 : I)gon f

'bed-bug'

nil I)g6 : r)gon f

'it's a bed-bug'

ke,3¥arikd

'stile'

nil keadr,k:l

'it's a stile'

kc3rioki

'Kariuki'

nil kariok'j'

'he's Kariuki'

keambenki'a 'beginning'

n~

keambenk ia

'it's the beginning'

ood:¥Enf

'stingingplant'

n~

m6d:l£nf

'it's a stingingplant'

mwa :nekl

'Mwaniki'

n~

mwa:nekt

'he's Mwaniki'

'examiner'

n~ m6¥£rania

'he's an examiner'

'Ug 'ang'a'

n~

'he's Ng'ang'a'

class iii OO¥En~n ia

f)a f)6

class iv

I)al)a

class v

mwa: nker ia 'spokesman'

nil mwa: rer~r

class vi

00: I)ga t

'Mungai'

nil OO:1)9a1

'he's Mungai'

'tobaccoplant

n~ m6~ake

'it's a tobaccoplant'

class vii oo~ake

ia

'he's a spokesman'

Classes i and ii show little difference in their tonal forms in isolation and after
after

nil

n~ --only the high-tone assimilation being evidenced

with the class ii forms.

In fact, three tones (high, low,

and rising) are employed, and further analysis of the rising tone is
provided below.
Classes ii-v display the final high-tone lowering which is an intonational marker; compare the following:
'I saw the spokesman' [remote past]

,

(6)

ndidnfrl mw~:rereria

'I didn't see the spokesman'

[remote past]

Classes vi and vii similarly alternate a low and a rising final tone;
class vi, like class iv, does not involve the process of high-tone
assimilation after

4.

n~

and the other forms that trigger it.

Underlying Tones
The following sub-sections will discuss the analysis of the various

ambivalent tones exemplified in (4), and a summary of underlying forms
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employing a 2-tone opposition will be given.

Further discussion of forms

of nominalization and certain processes of tone-change will cause this
statement of underlying forms to be slightly modified.
4.1

Classes iii-v.

In considering the underlying tonal forms of classes

iii-v, it is not possible to predict in any natural way (or in a way that
is not tantamount to making such tones high underlyingly), that it is the
second or subsequent low tones that become raised.

We thus choose the

following forms as basic and derive the isolate or negative tones by a
general intonational process of final lowering (so-called flattening):

(7)

/mO¥cranla/

'examiner'

iv

I~a~~/

'Ng'ang'a'

v

/mwa:rer~rla/

'spokesman'

class iii

Further support for these underlying high tones is provided by the
fact that in certain environments, when other basic high tones become
down stepped after a block-raising process (so called because a block of
consecutive low tones

is affected, minimum one), these tones too be-

come downstepped:

so that

weakling

draw

water

'so that a weakling might draw water'

'so that an examiner might draw water'

'so that Ng'ang'a might draw water'

(11)

,

,

mw~:r~r~rid

'so that a spokesman might draw water'
4.2

The rising tone.

The remaining classes pose additional problems

because many forms exhibit an opposition of three tones.

The final

rising tones (in isolation) of some members of classes i, ii, vi and
vii display a regular form of ambivalence in that they may surface
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as either a high, a low, or a rising tone.

The rising tone is re-

stricted to utterance-final position and may then be lowered intonationally, as exemplified in the citation forms of class vi and vii
nouns.

The bahaviour of the final rising tone in classes i and ii

regularly differs from that of classes vi and vii, notably in that
the intonational final flattening operates on the former in more restricted contexts:

(12)

kar iokl

(13)

pO:nfrt

(14)

mO~ake

(15)

rIO: n frl

ii)

kari'okl

'Kariuki', but
'I saw Kariuki'

vii)
rrO~ake

'tobacco-plant' • and
'I saw a tobacco-plant'

When occurring sentence-medially, the reflex of the rising tone (this
is a useful temporary label, but should not prejudice our analysis)
is regularly a high or a low tone, conditioned in some respects by
tonal class (i and ii versus vi and vii), the value of the tone following
(high or low), and, to a limited extent, the syntactic context.

The

process involved is dissimilation, and the reflex of the rise is a low
tone before a following low tone, or series of consecutive lows, which
then becomes raised to high:
~h£'irt

k~ri'okt

~frf~frf

/kikiokl/ ii);

/Blrt~lrl! ii)

'he gave the peppers to Kariuki'
/mO:fJg~l/ vi)

(17)
'he gave the peppers to Mungai'

Before a following high tone, the reflex of the rising tone is often a
high tone which in turn downsteps a following high or series of highs:

(18)

~h£\l rt

k~r iOk f

i)

'he gave Kar1uki a star'

'he gave Mungai a star'
In certain contexts (syntactic), however, class vi and vii items maintain

a low tone before a following high tone which remains unchanged.
the following:
(20)

ii

k,k i'ok f

(21)

vi

mO: rjg~ t

(22)

vii mopake

Compare

,

ri~

mWE: ¥~
nlS mWE: ¥~
n~ mWE:d

'Kariuki is good'
'Hungai is good'
'the tobacco-plant is good'

In certain other environments, we find that the reflex of the rising
tone is regularly a downstepped high tone.

This is the case after a

raising process when all basic high tones are similarly downstepped.
Thus, using the same frame that was employed to diagnose the underlying
high tones of classes iii-v, we find:
(23)

n~¥w5

'so that a tobacco-plant

Again, parallels are readily found in other frames:

(24)

~htir€

Jljo¥6n~

J

l)g6

/I)go/

i}

/mO[3a kef

vii)

/ kef)al) f!

v)

'he gave Njuguna some firewood'

(25)

~h£i

r€

,

pjeh6na

m6!3~K~

'he gave Njuguna a tobacco-plant'

(26)

~h£i

r€

pjeh6ml

,

k~f)~r)f

'he gave Njuguna a crocodile'
Further comment on the alternation of the final tone of

pjo¥6n~

a fact which is also relevant to the analysis of the rising tones-is provided in 4.3 following.
On the basis of the evidence above, we analyze the surface rising
tone as an underlying high tone, but one which must be marked unstable.
In this way, we can account most economically for the data, since all
downstepped high tones can be derived by a single process from underlying high tones.

We are also able to maintain an underlying 2-tone

(high/low) opposition, though by using a non-tonal diacritic feature
like [± unstable], we are thus suggesting that the language makes
more restricted use of certain varieties of high tone which are only
evidenced utterance-finally (compare also the data in section 4.3
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following) .3

4.3

Another unstable high tone.

Examples (24)-(26) exemplify another form
f1jo¥6n~,

of an.bivalence in the alternation of a final high and low tone in
which is a class i noun.

When a class i or ii item ends in two consecutive

high tones, the final high tone becomes unstable in certain contexts and will
drop to low before a followinr; 10'" or series of consecutiee lows, which are
in turn raised to high.

liefore following high tones, the final high tone of

these words is unchanged, though the following hir;h or series of consecutive
highs is downstepped.

'i'his is an exact parallel to tne procer:s of hip;h-tone

dissimilation discussed in respect of rising tones above.
(27)

~h£'i

d

fljo¥6na

pf rfflf rf

/f1jd¥6n~/

i) ;

/m~ro'a/

i)

/~ lrt{31rl!

ii)

'he gave the peppers to Njuguna'
~h£'i

d

Jljd¥6n~

rMroa

'he gave the millet-beer to Njuguna'
It is suggested that the same diacritic feature [unstable] be used to

distinguish this type of unstable high tone.

These forms never surface as

a rising tone and can be kept distinct from those that do in being phonologicall;, predictabl e.
4.4

~~ummary

of underlying forms.

Class i and ii forms with stable hi{,h and

low tones can be judp;ed to bear them underlyingly, and the set of
tones for the various noun types can be S\lJ1U1;ar 1 zed ocr the
(where [ul
(2~)

=

class i

un(1erl~'inr:

followin~

examples

[unstable 1) :

I'J06/

I

firewood I

[+u]

I pjo¥6nlJl

'iljuguna I
l+ul-predictable

/ 'Jg6 : fJ<]on f /

I

bed-bup ,

'stile'
3!.lennett [lYT41 sees the surface rising tone as an underlyinp; falling
tone. His comments are unfortunate in relyinr; on diachronic evidence to the
exclusioll of synchronic data (oasically, he feels that it ir; a fflllinp: tone
because the reflex in a neif,hboring Inn{,;ua{,e h; often a fall in!," tone, and
because he hypothE'sizes that tile l 1 istorical crir:in l'1ir:ht lmve been the coalescence of two tones tllrouV!. tile lOGS of fl s:'11DJ,le). 1-ijl3.tcver the Sunpof3ed
oririn of thi stone, we see it 11.S a hi~h tone (thouP'h of a snecial type)
because it helmves too obvious]:, like other hi,-h tones in Kilm,r1l.

ii

lkari'okfl

'Kariuki'

[+u]
Ikeamber~ri'al

'beginning'
[+u] - predictable

iii
iv
v
vi

ImOd.:vEnfl

'stinging-plant'

Imwa:nekll
ImOv£ranial

'examiner'

I rJarJlJ I
Imwa: rer~r ial
ImO: r.lg~f1

'Mwaniki'
'Ng'ang'a'
'spokesman'
'Mungai'

[+u]
vii

ImO(3aktS!

'tobacco-plant'

[+u)
Subsequent discussion and analysis will lead us to modify the above
scheme slightly; section 7 will make explicit the status of the classification itself in respect of the non-predictable information required
for the correct specification of the surface tones.

5.

Nominalizations
There are twelve ways of deriving nouns in Kikuyu, mostly from verbs,

and, as noted in Barlow's [1960) discussion, at least three can be used
freely in making new words from almost any verb.

The tonal patterns

of derived nouns are interesting to compare with the classification
established so far, in that they make clear certain relationships between
particular sub-classes.

It can be demonstrated that certain of the tone

classes may be paired together in that nouns formed from vowel-initial
stems, so that the noun prefix coalesces with the stem-initial vowel to
form a single surface syllable, regularly belong to one class, while
those derived from consonant-initial roots regularly belong to the other.
The classes that are related in this way are as follows:
(30)

vowel-initial

consonant-initial

i

ii

iv

v

v

iii
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The first opposition is evidenced in several forms of nominalization,
including the following:

meoa: kl
medrt
mdtah(
mwa: ntSk t

(31)

ii

'player'

M:ka

ii

'watcher'

r~ra

'watch'

ii

'drawer'

t~ha

'draw (water etc.) ,

i

'hanger'

an~ka

'hang up'

'

'play'

.

The second and third oppositions affect verbs of certain sub-classes
only.

Verb roots are sub-classified on the basis of both their imperative

singular positive forms and their infinitive tones.

The scheme is as

follows:
( 32 )

Imperati ve

Gloss

.ott

'throwaway'

lb

t~ha

rotah~

'draw (water)'

lb

pu:nd(oi'a

kOpu: nd (6i'a

'teach'

lb

cur~c6ra

rocur~cura

'prowl about'

o~

roM: ka
kOP t :ndora
rod: mb Icoka
kodra

'play'

class la

t~

/

t~

: ka
2a r t:ndcka
2a d :mbfct5ka
,
2b r;>ra

class 2a

.

HOWlS

Infinitive

'turn'
'lose quality'
'watch'

derived from verbs of classes la, Ib, and 2a with consonant-

mo- -erE

initial roots fall into tone-class v, when forming the
of •.. ' nominalization;

'way

those derived from vowel-initial roots are

class iv:
(33)

NOWlS

v
mdp t : ndt5r~ntk t
mdpu : nd (o~n~r j't; v
mw t : ncSn~r €
iv

'way of turning'

r r:ndt5ra

'turn'

'way of teaching'

~u:ndfoi'a

'teach'

'way of singing/
fna
'sing/dance'
dancing'
of this type derived from class 2b roots with consonant-initial

stems fall into tone-class iii, while those from vowel-initial roots
are class v:
(34)

mO.oran~r€

iii

'way of buying'

.odi

2b

'buy'

mwa:r~n~riE:

v

'way of speaking'

ar ia

2b

'speak'
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Nouns of class iii are, in fact, relatively few in number, since all
those so far noted are examples of particular kinds of nominalization
derived from consonant-initial verb roots of class 2b.
Several ways of deriving nouns treat forms from causative class 2b
roots differently in assigning them to tone-class vii:

, rI;)
.'
mwa:

'one turned'

~r

vii

'one who notches'

~aria

2b

'notch'

vii

'one spoken to'

aria

2b

'speak'

:nd6ra 2a

'turn'

It is to be noted that no special class is used for forms from vowelinitial roots.

Classes i, iv, and vi are related in the sense that their

initial low tones are not subject to tone-raising by the process of hightone assimilation that block-raises low tones to the level of a preceding
high tone; with few exceptions, membership consists of items that have
the initial tone pattern Low + High (if the initial tone is low), and
which have initial syllables which represent the coalescence of any of
three forms of prefix (V-, CV-, or H-prefix) with a vowel-initial root.
Among the few exceptions are the following personal names:
ii

'Njau'

ii

'Njeri'

Class vi is particular in not entering into the scheme of derived forms,
and to date only eleven members have been noted:

five place-names, one

personal name, and five loan-words.
Vowel-initial syllables in nouns will all assimilate to a preceding
high tone, but those of classes ii and vii (which are subject to initialtone-raising) are kept distinct by an additional raising of the syllabJe
following the vocalic prefix:

(37)

isolation

.

raised
---

r~Jd

i

'umbrella'

n~ f~Jd

'it's an umbrella'

!lEV;)

ii

'tooth'

n~

fdd

'it's a tooth'

I!3Jri'a

vii

'looting'

n~

f!36r(a

'it's looting'

, ,
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The classification, together with the internal relationships made
clear from the analysis of derived nouns, may be summarized as follows:

(38)

[lexical form)

A

A

B

~
x

x

y

y

i

ii

iii

iv

C

A

y

x

Y

v

vi

vii

Key:
A.

forms with either low. stable high or one of two types of unstable
high final tone

B.

forms with final high tone(s) that may be lowered intonationally

C.

forms with unstable high final tones which may be lowered intonationally

x.

no initial-low-tone-raising potential

y.

with initial-low-tone-raising potential
There are. however, several factors which indicate that the above

system of relationships should be modified to indicate that classes i
and ii are viewed as a unit that opposes classes iii-vii as another.
We have already seen that the final unstable high tone of classes vi
and vii distinguishes itself from that of classes i and ii so that certain tone-ehange rules will require such a statement of class-restriction
for their correct operation.

We note, too, that the final high tones

of classes iii-vii are related in undergoing the process of flattening.
With the operation of the two processes of high-tone assimilation (single
low-tone-raising and block-low-tone-raising). we regularly find situations
in which items of classes i and ii with final high tones trigger the rule
of block-raising, while items of classes iii-vii involve the rule of singleraising.

In the following examples. an item of class i or ii ending in a

final low tone causes downstepping of both high and low tones across the
boundary (subject + verb); class i or ii items ending in a high (stable
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or unstable) tone involve the process of block-raising, with compensatory
downstepping of basic high tones that immediately follow the raising
process;

class iii-vii items involve only the process of single-raising

with no downstepping:
(39)

,

mwa a~h rJl~

51\ f d

'a weakling saw'

13nfr€I, Imwa:v~hiJl~1

i

5ri f d

'Njuguna saw'

IJljov6n~1

i

'3n fd

'Waguthi saw'

/wa:v6:otl

i

kar}Erf

5rifr€

'Kang'eri saw'

I kaf}£ rf I

ii

kar i'ok i

5rifd

'Kariuki saw'

/ ka r i'ok f /

ii

Jljch6na

,

,

wa:v6:6i

,

,

[+u]

,

mwa:neki

'3n fd

mOvErania

'Mwaniki saw'

Imwa:nekil

ii

5nfd

'the examiner saw'

/mCvEran ial

iii

f}af}~

5nfd

'Ng'ang'a saw'

If}af}~1

iv

vakiri

5nfd

'Gakiri saw'

Ivakirf /

v

mC:f}g~i

5nfd

'Mungai saw'

lmO:f}gM I

vi

mwa:f}gi

5nfr~

'Mwangi saw'

Imwa: f}g f!

vii

On the basis of this evidence, the influence of which is pervasive, we
modify (38) as follows:

(40)

A

B

[ -flattening]

[+flattening 1

~

~

x

y

y

x

y

I

/\

/\,

i

ii

-H

~

/1~

(special

-H

-H

[+u]

-1

-H

-H

[+u]

-L

-H

-H

iv

vi

-H

[+u]

I

nomr')
iii

-H

[+u]

I

v

vii
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where the rule of intonational flattening applies to forms B but not
A; where y forms have initial tones that are sensitive, if low, to the
single-raising assimilation process, while x forms cannot be so raised;
and where -H(igh) and -L(ow) represent the forms of final tone evidenced
in that class.

6.

The Tonal forms of Loan-words
It is interesting to compare the tonal forms of loan-words and see

how they have been assimilated into the system of tonal sub-classification that has been described so far in relation to the native nominal
vocabulary.

We find that loans can be readily assigned to each of the

basic classes, except class iii.

We note that there are some general

tendencies, in that many Swahili loans belong to classes vi and vii,
and that many English loans are placed in classes iv and v, but there
are many exceptions.

We thus conclude that the general sub-classifi-

cation is non-predictable for membership except for derived nouns.
Examples of loan-words and their tonal classes:
(41)

class i

class ii

class iv

class v

mwa :rfm6
131:60

'teacher'

pft~

'war'

d6r1

'affair'

prt~

'Peter'

ma:ndar~n~

'Magdalene'

!3 rrfp3
marfa
mOpf:d\

'Philip'

t8ap~t~

'Elizabeth'

'Mary'

plplria
mOpkf

'Bible'

i3a :f)qfrf
f:fljtnf

'bangle'

'P.C.

,

( Provincial Commissioner)

'ball'

r6paOf
flj6oEP6

'Rufus'

oam5:mat~

'thermometer'

ndcm6:klr!M

' democracy'

r3k~:dnf

'location'

kepd:f)g&

'large panga'

par~: 6 I r!m6

'pyrethrum'

'Joseph'

'cook'

'enGine'
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class vi

class vii

h~n~

'Anne'

af1jl:nd~

'agenda'

rc~ :nf

'tea-plant'

136:tf

'vote'

o136:Of

'nonsense'

kcl~Jtl : n 1

'captain'

mbtM:r~

'curry -powder'

~Jran~

'sweater'

kep3k5

'leather-whip'

mOd:r~

'wages'

nda~oro: nd 1f

'the P.W.D.' (Public Works Department)

It will be noticed that the pitch-accent of many of the English and
Swahili forms is represented in Kikuyu by a long high tone.

7.

Conclusion
Given the large number of derived nouns in Kikuyu, including three

open derivational classes, it seems likely that the system of tonal subclassification evolved around the different forms evidenced derivationally.

It is in this area that the functional load of tone is highest,

serving to distinguish several minimal oppositions, for example,
(42)

mwa:ri'~

ii

'way of speaking'

mwa :rl'S

vii

'one spoken to'

Probably because of the dominance of derived forms numerically and
their relatively rigid tonal scheme, Kikuyu speakers rarely disagree
on the tonal pattern, while with loan-words there can be several forms
current at the same time and well-tolerated.
The following is a summary of the non-predictable tonal information
required for the various forms discussed.
1.

The marked high value /'/ of the single tonal opposition must be

specified.
2.

If the final tone of the word is high, the marked positive value of

the diacritic rule-feature [±flattening] will be specified.
3.

Except for those items unmarked for the feature [±flattening] which

end in two consecutive high tones (and which have a predictably unstable

final high tone), the marked positive value of the diacritic feature
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[±unstable) must be specified.

4. Those items which have a vowel-initial root or nasal prefix such
that the prefix coalesces with the initial syllable of the root, and
which have an initial tone pattern low + high, will be assumed automatically to block the assimilation rule of single-raising; all other
forms will be assumed to undergo this rule.

All exceptions will there-

fore be marked for one or the other value of the rule-feature [±singleraising).

This rule can only apply to those forms with initial low

tones.
In (43) below examples of underlying forms are listed; reference
may be made to the earlier summary in (29):
( 43)

/rJg6 /
[ +u)

'firewood'

/pjo¥6nM

'Njuguna'

/ l)g6 : I)gon f /

'bed-bug'

/kea¥lirar;J/

'stile'

/kariokf /
[+uj

'Kariuki'

/keamber6ria/

'beginning'

/mod :H;nf /

'stinging-plant'

/mwa:neki/

'Hwaniki'

/mo¥£ran i'a/

'examiner'

[ +flatteningj

/1)arJM

'Ng'ang'a'

[ +flatteningj

/mwa:rer~ria/

'spokesman '

[+flatteningj

/mo: rJg~ f /
[+u)

'Hungai'

[ +flatteningj

/mo~akM

'tobacco-plant'

[ +flatteningj

[ +uJ
The tonal processes involved in deriving the surface tones can be summarized
as follows:
(44)

a.

b.

High-tone assimilation:
i.

single-low-tone-raising

ii.

block-Iow-tone-raising

Dissimilation wi til unstable high tones.
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c.

rUsing-tone realization.

d.

Inton!\tional final-high-tone-lowering (= flattening).

e.

Forms of downstepping:
after block-tone-raising (applies to high tones only)

i.

ii. intonational, both across syntactic boundaries and utterance finally, reinforcing mood (statement, command and direct
question) and polarity (positive, negative) distinctions:
this affects both high and low tones.
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